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SCULPTURE IN LONDON AND PARIS 

'S4LOME' 
Br LOUIS CO,\VERS 

CULPTURE IN LONDON 
AND PARIS 

IN nothing more than in the treat 

ment of the grand art of the sculptor is the 

difference between the temperament of our Royal 

Academy and the Soci6te des Artistes Fran;ais 
demonstrated. In Paris everything is done to 

make the sculpture show to advantage- in London 

no treatment is too bad for it. The result is 

that sculpture in England exists as a tender 

exotic, in France it is the heroic expression of a 

heroic nation. 

For this reason, perhaps, the sculpture at the 

Salons seems always stronger than at the Royal 

Academy; and yet there is much good work 

buried in Burlington House. Good work that 
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SCULPTURE IN LONDON AND PARIS 

' Tlff TRFEASURF OF A tf OAl,\' 
BY S. NICHOLSO.V B,4BB 
RO)'%L 4C):,DE ; Jv 

is of a more seiious type. Take the picture, 
The Treasure of a Voniamn, by S. Nicholson Babb, 
from the Royal Academy as an example, and 

contrast it with the joyous L 'AmiOt ur't la Folie, 

by Paul Darbefeuille, from the Salon of this year. 

They are typically national in their distinctions,. 

and both in their way admirable. 

A step further to the Salomne, by Louis Convers, 

shows yet another phase of French sculpture 

pure, happy- and executed with a free know 

ledge of the limitations of a beautiful medium. 

Much more might be said-to the disadvantage 
of British sculpture and its treatment by the 

Royal Academy, but we rest content with a hope 

that some day the new broom that is to purge 
our artistic stables may do some good for one of 

tile most perfect arts. 
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QPPy HEADS 

WE sit with folded hands and smug faces 
within- the precincts of our pew-ends, and out 

wardly conform to the conventional types which 

surround us, though inwardly we may revolt at 

the meaningless forms with which the average 
man is confronted in ninety-nine churches out of 

a hundred. ' -, 

Why do we not go out into the highways and 

hedges .and compel the bautyr which is there to 
come in?' 

In the 5ith and- 6th centuries man did so, 
with all the strength! and joy- that skilled hands 

and loving hearts could bring to the task, but 
now our Tlaccid wills shirk, the labour of com 

pelling, ature to show us her glory, and we dare 

not take her designs and convert them to our 

own .use. ? 
. Go out inio' the woods, gather at random a 

handful of weeds. Drag ..up a great stalk ot 

cow-parsley, let the yellow and red looe-strife 

be still together, and the rattling poppy-heads 
pour out their seed, and with these- in front of 

you tell me if. there is no form in common 

things that will not lend a dignity to an episcopal 
throne. 

The blob of wood with nail-marks punctured 
all over it which' is in general use as a poppy 
head, is symbolic of the dreary conventionalities 

that we allow nowadays; our usual swollen 

fleur-de-lys surmounting a board is a poor 
exchange for such wealth of design as was 

lavished upon our pew-ends in days gone by. 

II. 
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POPPY HEADS AND PEWS 

At Fressingfield, in Suffolk, the backs of the 

pews in the Parish Church are said to be a 

"poor man's Bible," being carved with the 
emblems of the Passion, from the cock crowing 
to the seamless coat, and in the I5th century 

A PEW END 
A 'SOU7'H BRENT 

there was a dignity in the treatment of the 

poppy-heads and pew-ends, even when the sub 

jects were grotesque copies of nature. A cock 

would be crowing from an impossible niche, or 

a fish would be listening open-mouthed to the 

supposed eloquence of the preacher, but they 
would be real cocks and fishes, though rudely 
executed, and not mere clumps of wood turned 
out by the joiner or carpenter to represent the 
shadow of a poppy-head. 

Our mistake lies, I venture to think, in the 

fatal habit of copying slavishly what others have 

copied, till little by little the living spirit is lost. 
If we tenderly and quietly study nature we shall 

begin to feel the breath of inspiration upon us. 
The bold true designs that have found favour 

for generations past will be not less appreciated, 
but more so. What is good will be retained, 
and the verity of pure forms will be recognised 
and acknowledged, but the feeble reproductions 
of reproductions will no longer pass as adequate 
designs, and there will come the breath of awak 

ening life through our aisles and dull mediocrity 
will be swept away. 

For the old carvers the common sights of 

everyday life were sufficient to give an impres 
sion which they turned to noble use; to-day, it 

we will go to nature we shall see how she lends 

herself to us in order that we may beautify 
temple and home, where she cannot dwell. The 
two groups of fern-fronds photographed from 
the life are in themselves designs for the most 

perfect bosses or pew-ends that we could wish 

to have. They seem to call for the carver's 

tools, they beg treatment in wood. 
What could be more fitted for choir-stalls 

than the clump of hart's-tongues? They make 
music take shape bodily with their suggestion of 

viols, and the unrolling of sound thrown off to 

an invisible choir. 
What again could be more beautiful than the 

opening buds and folding leaves of the chesnut; 
or the climbing nasturtium with its round, 
smooth leaves, making the artist long to press 
his tool in imitation of its gentle undulations. 

These are a few of the many photographs 
taken from a garden by one who loves nature, 
and finds there the symmetry of form and arrange 

ment that only a study of nature can reveal. 

Where are the eyes that should be seeing 
these things, and the brains that should be 

taking in suggestions from nature of the inner 

meaning of things? 

D. M. IMAGE. 
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